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## ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADMIN</td>
<td>Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP</td>
<td>Application (related to application program interface)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>Common Alert Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARICOM</td>
<td>Caribbean Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC4FISH</td>
<td>Climate Change Adaptation in the Eastern Caribbean Fisheries Sector (Project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA</td>
<td>Climate Change Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCCC</td>
<td>Caribbean Community Climate Change Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCFP</td>
<td>Caribbean Community Common Fisheries Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDEMA</td>
<td>Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>Comprehensive Disaster Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDRT</td>
<td>Community Disaster Response Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERT</td>
<td>Community Emergency Response Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARIM</td>
<td>Caribbean Handbook on Risk Information Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIF</td>
<td>Climate Investment Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIMH</td>
<td>Caribbean Institute for Meteorology and Hydrology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLME</td>
<td>Caribbean Large Marine Ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNFO</td>
<td>Caribbean Network of Fisherfolk Organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPACC</td>
<td>Caribbean Planning for Adaptation to Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRFM</td>
<td>Caribbean Regional Fisheries Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANA</td>
<td>Damage and Needs Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>Department of Fisheries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRM</td>
<td>Disaster Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRR</td>
<td>Disaster Risk Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Digital Selective Calling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVRP</td>
<td>Disaster Vulnerability Reduction Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAF</td>
<td>Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBM</td>
<td>Ecosystem Based Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHO</td>
<td>European Commission Humanitarian Aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECLAC</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>Emergency Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW</td>
<td>Early Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWS</td>
<td>Early Warning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAD</td>
<td>Fish Aggregating Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEWER</td>
<td>Fisheries Early Warning and Emergency Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMP</td>
<td>Fisheries Management Plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYDRO-MET</td>
<td>Hydro- meteorological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and Communications Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>Inter-American Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISDR</td>
<td>International Strategy for Disaster Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU-T</td>
<td>International Telecommunication Union, Telecommunication Standardization Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET</td>
<td>Meteorological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHEWS</td>
<td>Multi-Hazard Early Warning Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORI</td>
<td>Mona Office for Research and Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMO</td>
<td>National Emergency Management Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFO</td>
<td>National Fisherfolk Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>National Inter-sectoral Consultative mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA</td>
<td>National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTRC</td>
<td>National Telecommunications Regulatory Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGIS</td>
<td>Participatory Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM&amp;E</td>
<td>Participatory Monitoring &amp; Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPCR</td>
<td>Pilot Program for Climate Resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDS</td>
<td>Radio Data Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAME</td>
<td>Specific Area Message Encoding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Search and Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCMON</td>
<td>Socio-economic Monitoring for Coastal Management (Global Programme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>Software Requirements Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOR</td>
<td>Terms of Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCA</td>
<td>Vulnerability and Capacity Assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Very High Frequency (marine radio)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. **INTRODUCTION**

1.1 **Background**

Fisheries Early Warning and Emergency Response (FEWER) is being implemented under the Caribbean Regional Track of the Pilot Programme for Climate Resilience (PPCR)\(^1\) from February 2017 to May 2018. The PPCR is executed by The University of the West Indies through its Mona Office for Research and Innovation (MORI)\(^2\), with the marine subcomponent in partnership with the Caribbean Regional Fisheries Mechanism (CRFM)\(^3\).

As a programme of the Climate Investment Funds (CIF)\(^1\), the PPCR helps developing countries integrate climate resilience into development planning and investment. It comprises 28 national programmes and two regional tracks (the Caribbean and the Pacific) across the developing world. The CIF, through the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)\(^4\), has provided grant funding to implement the Caribbean Regional Track. Under the marine sector subcomponent, the CRFM is working to reduce the impact of climate change related risks on the fisheries industry in the Caribbean.

This proposal sets out a country-specific FEWER solution. The proposal is based primarily on findings from the consultation visit to mainland St Vincent for which we have firsthand information. However, the proposal is applicable to the country of St. Vincent and the Grenadines. The FEWER solution may need to differ slightly in the Grenadine islands, but differences are likely to be minimal. The consultation slide presentation, consultation report and Software Requirements Specification (SRS) were previously distributed to country contacts. A proposed memorandum of understanding (MOU) was also prepared and is included as Annex 1 to this proposal. The proposed MOU seeks collaboration among national agencies, stakeholder groups and the CRFM Secretariat for development, implementation and administration of the FEWER solution.

1.2 **Document arrangement**

The proposal follows a layout similar to the consultation report using the early warning system (EWS) checklist\(^5\) in Appendix 1. The contextual section on *Cross-cutting governance and institutional arrangements* is followed by the substantive FEWER proposal divided into sub-sections that focus on Risk knowledge, Monitoring and warning service, Dissemination and communication, and Response capability. Risk management and sustainable financing are then addressed. Monitoring, evaluation, learning and adaptation come before the Conclusions and Appendices.

---

\(^1\) [https://www.climateinvestmentfunds.org/fund/pilot-program-climate-resilience](https://www.climateinvestmentfunds.org/fund/pilot-program-climate-resilience)

\(^2\) [https://www.mona.uwi.edu/mori/](https://www.mona.uwi.edu/mori/)

\(^3\) [http://www.crfm.int](http://www.crfm.int)


1.3 Audiences and reading

This proposal is intended for all parties and stakeholders in the country and region who are interested in FEWER. These include the fisheries authority, fisherfolk organizations, individual small-scale fishers and boat owners, meteorological services, disaster management agency, physical planning unit, coast guard, telecommunications regulator, CRFM Secretariat, Red Cross and others. These agents have different perspectives and interests, and are unlikely to see the national situation in the same way. Yet, their agreement with the proposal is needed for FEWER co-design, implementation and sustainability.

Readers may wish to refer to the country consultation report for the situation assessment underpinning each section. Given the diversity of audiences, the proposal is as concise and non-technical as possible. In preference to references at the end, we have used footnotes for convenient access to resources, and to constantly remind readers of the wealth of initiatives and materials to which FEWER connects. Each section has content geared towards enabling fisheries management as well as content addressing the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) aspects of FEWER that are the focus of the proposal. Fisheries management contexts into which the FEWER ICT proposal is embedded need to be addressed for sustainability, but many of these are beyond the scope of FEWER. Readers may use this proposal as a resource for sustaining and further developing FEWER beyond the initial project. Intended audiences include agents who wish to modify or extend FEWER, as well as those who wish to address associated fisheries-related challenges and opportunities.

2. CROSS-CHANGING GOVERNANCE AND INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

In this section, before we go into more specific aspects of the proposal, we frame and embed FEWER in the larger context of marine governance and institutions as called for in the EWS good practice checklist. We do so also in the context of telecommunications regulatory and procedural frameworks as essential to adequately and efficiently effect communications in support of checklist practices. As issues of data and
information sharing, and related data formats, feature strongly in early warning and emergency response, these matters are treated as necessary. An understanding of these arrangements is necessary in order to build, operate, and sustain an enabling environment with adaptive capacity for the FEWER ICT solution. This is why we have put this section first in the proposal despite it being last in the checklist. Much of this background is from literature and well-documented fisheries initiatives rather than consultation.

2.1 Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management

Governance and institutional arrangements underpinning the four components of any functioning EWS are multi-level. Global, regional, sub-regional, national, local/community, household and individual are all levels of interest. Most fisheries stakeholders should be aware by now from several regional projects and publications that the levels connect across different types of scales (spatial, temporal, jurisdictional, institutional, etc.) and boundaries (maritime, technological, social, institutional, organisational, etc.)\(^6\). They know that diverse actors in marine governance serve as nodes in networks with vertical and lateral linkages\(^7\), and that social-ecological system resilience in their small-scale fisheries depends heavily on adaptive capacity\(^8\).

The above concepts have been, and are being, used in marine projects in the Eastern Caribbean such as:

- Marine Governance in the Eastern Caribbean (MarGov) Project\(^9\)
- Caribbean Large Marine Ecosystem (CLME) and CLME+ Projects\(^10\)
- Climate Change Adaptation in the Eastern Caribbean Fisheries Sector (CC4FISH)\(^11\)

Ecosystem based management (EBM) and the ecosystem approach to fisheries (EAF), that all CRFM countries are actively pursuing, also incorporate resilience concepts in addressing climate change adaptation (CCA) and disaster risk management (DRM)\(^12\). **FEWER must be deeply embedded into the regional resilience context, and not treated as a separate technical intervention.** The dilemma is that operationalizing many of these resilience concepts within governance and institutional arrangements is a work in progress. Not all conditions are ideal yet. **FEWER must evolve with new achievements in fisheries governance, as well as contribute towards such evolution in the face of a changing climate.** The Caribbean Marine Climate Change Report Card 2017\(^13\) and its set of Scientific Reviews\(^14\) that include fishery resources\(^15\) and fisheries\(^16\) clearly set out the best available scientific information on the projected

---


\(^10\) https://clmeplus.org

\(^11\) https://www.thegef.org/project/climate-change-adaptation-eastern-caribbean-fisheries-sector


impacts of climate change and variability. Risks to fishes, fishers and fisheries are many and likely interact in a complex manner. Exposure, sensitivity, adaptive capacity and other variables that change with time, location and situation specifics complicate impact projections at national-island and local-site levels. Outcomes are uncertain, especially when several hazards interact with each other and social-ecological systems. The current evidence reinforces the need for adaptive governance in the form of state and non-state institutional arrangements with adaptive capacity that strongly supports early warning (EW) and emergency response (ER) within a framework for participatory monitoring, evaluation and learning. These frameworks are not all fully in place. The above projects (especially the CLME+ Project) and others that are planned such as one on Developing Organizational Capacity for Ecosystem Stewardship and Livelihoods in Caribbean Small-Scale Fisheries (StewardFish) address these arrangements, but FEWER may have to be an entrepreneur in piloting, testing, learning and adapting without the optimal enabling environment. The Caribbean Community Common Fisheries Policy (CCCFP), CRFM’s Strategic Plan, Caribbean Fisheries Forum, annual Scientific Meeting, working groups, D-group communication etc. all need to incorporate FEWER in order to strengthen the sub-regional enabling environment.

The other components of the PPCR can contribute to this enabling environment through their processes and products. These are:

- Component 1. Improving geospatial data and management for adaptation planning, sea level rise and storm surge impact analysis
- Component 2. Consolidating and Expanding the Regional Climate Network and Global Platform Linkages
- Component 3: Downscaling and Expanded Climate Projection Models and High Resolution Maps
- Component 4: Applied Adaptation Initiatives (Health, Agriculture and Water)

FEWER is part of the marine focus in Component 4, and one of the first to be implemented. Since others are at early stages the lead agencies may be in a position to determine if or how to establish or strengthen their integration of FEWER. More and better fisheries-relevant marine data, and downscaled model

---

20 http://www.clmeproject.org
21 For further information on all visit the CRFM web site http://www.crfm.int
projections are needed, among other inputs. Marine capture fisheries are not high priority for Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management Agency (CDEMA), Caribbean Community Climate Change Centre (CCCCC) and Caribbean Institute for Meteorology & Hydrology (CIMH) 22, and realistically may never be, but institutionally linking closer with CRFM could be beneficial. CDEMA may be key to coordinating this given its mandate. **The several regional agencies implementing the PPCR components need to ensure that they contribute to the further development and sustainability of FEWER.**

Mention of fisheries was rare in much of the disaster literature reviewed. Neither the detailed 2014 national report on DRR23 nor Collymore’s comprehensive desk review24 that preceded the 2016 regional workshop on EWS25 paid much attention to fisheries. However, this may be mainly due to inadequacy of national inter-sectoral consultative mechanisms (NICs) and governance arrangements for integrating fisheries into CCA and DRM at national and local levels, given the interest observed during the country visit. Collymore refers to the ‘EWS triangle’ to visualize the relationships and responsibilities of categories of agents in EWS (Figure 2) who will be important to engage26.

In his desk review Collymore also identified several issues with EWS in the region (Figure 3). His recommendations do not directly address an ICT solution but provide insight into the environment within which the solution must exist whether or not improvements are implemented. **The FEWER solution must be co-designed for resilience in an overall fisheries and EWS environment that is not currently enabling.**

There are serious and persistent systemic deficiencies in EW and ER at regional and national levels, including links within and between; that DRM experts are actively tackling. The situation is dynamic, and the systemic issues are beyond the scope of FEWER to fix. Collymore offered recommendations to address the deficiencies (Figure 4) along with details on their means of implementation.

---

National contacts validated the observation that EW and ER need to be made more visible in regional and national strategies and programmes. The checklist speaks of engaging role models and champions to advocate EW and ER to promote their benefits. **FEWER can support advocacy in the fishing industry through fisherfolk leaders in institutions such as the Caribbean Network of Fisherfolk Organisations (CNFO).**

A fundamental component of fisheries governance is an implemented fisheries management plan (FMP) based on EAF. None of the FEWER countries have yet achieved this, but formulating such plans is included in the CC4FISH project that seeks to integrate climate and disaster planning. **FEWER should be co-designed from the outset for incorporation into the national FMP and implemented in order to test and learn from the experience in one or more fisheries or locations.**

Although national policy and legislation in support of EW and ER exist, the regional study and national contacts concluded that they could be improved. This is beyond the scope of FEWER, but defining clear roles and responsibilities for all state and non-state organisations in the proposed MOU can facilitate governance arrangements required for larger scale of multi-hazard early warning systems (MHEWS).
The country visit revealed that the national (secondary) and local (primary) fisherfolk organizations were not well integrated into fisheries CCA and DRM despite the latter having a commendable governance arrangement from national to local level with attention to households as well. In talking to fisherfolk leaders it was evident that they had not highly prioritised CCA and DRM among their objectives for collective action. **In order to support FEWER, institutional arrangements that better integrate fisherfolk organizations into CCA and DRM need to be devised, taking into account the realities of fishing as an economic sector and the practical aspects of the leadership, livelihoods and capacities in fisherfolk organizations and of individuals.**

While the FEWER project does not directly assess institutional capacities it is poised to enhance them in ways beyond ICT given diverse but easily achievable skills required to comprehensively implement the solution. **FEWER should be incorporated into state, non-state and private sector plans and programmes for fisheries sector capacity development.**

### 2.2 Information and communications for disaster risk management

Information and communications play essential roles in all stages of the disaster management cycle: mitigation, preparedness, response and rehabilitation. The current state of ICT in regional DRM practice has been assessed by the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) in 2013 through a survey of disaster management organizations and an Expert Group Meeting attended by several of their heads. Among the recommendations advanced in the meeting report\(^\text{27}\) was the formalization of agreements which oblige telecommunications operators to provide support for disaster response and recovery operations. In 2017 ECLAC followed by assessing the state of coordination

---

between telecommunication service providers (telcos) and disaster offices in Caribbean countries. That report\textsuperscript{28} outlines issues and recommendations for formalized inter-agency arrangements and agreements. Such arrangements may be captured in a mix of policy and regulatory instruments as well as MOUs.

Figure 5 illustrates ECLAC’s view of the relations among telecommunication and disaster management entities.

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 5. Relations among telecommunications and disaster management entities (Source: ECLAC 2017)*

In the figure, the role of the telecommunications regulator is primarily captured in the specification of licence agreements which authorize operators to provide service. These licenses, among other things, may oblige providers to utilize mobile phone-based alerting technology in the event of an emergency. At the same time, telecommunications regulations may impose obligations for collaboration between service providers and national emergency agencies. These provisions are of vital importance to FEWER’s primary beneficiaries, small-scale fishers, who are particularly vulnerable to natural hazards. **Regulatory obligations of telcos** should include provisions for enhanced and accessible emergency communications for small-scale fishers for example through (i) minimum specified requirements for cellular coverage at sea and (ii) zero-rated FEWER messaging for emergency alerts and relief.

---

The former is an extension of existing obligations of concessionaires who hold national licenses, with the relaxation that the capacity requirements are dramatically reduced. The latter, triggered zero-rated service, is already in place in many jurisdictions though a mix of formal and informal arrangements with national emergency management authorities.  A diverse set of data and information contributors and consumers constitute the national early warning and emergency response landscapes. There is therefore need for agreement on data formats, in particular to convey hazard information. Considerable progress has been made in the adoption of the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) for all-hazards alerting in the Caribbean. CAP specifies a data format for public warnings and emergencies communicated by and between different alerting technologies. It is well-suited to at-sea alerts as it is compatible with traditional formats including NOAA Weather Radio’s Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME). CAP is an internationally accepted and deployed standard, adopted by the International Telecommunication Union, Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) in 2007.

CAP enables a consistent warning message to be disseminated simultaneously over many different warning systems and supports the manual and automatic interruption of normal communications through the respective channels such as broadcast radio and TV. The protocol’s many features include but are not limited to three-dimensional geospatial area representations, phased and delayed effective times and expirations, enhanced message update and cancellation features, custom warning messages and support for digital images, audio and video.

In the Caribbean, the EU-funded Regional Risk Reduction Initiative (R3I), 2009 – 2012, developed CAP based EWSs in St. Marteen, Montserrat, Aruba, and Anguilla. An European Commission Humanitarian Aid (ECHO)-funded Community Alerts Project 2013-2014 expanded the CAP-based EWS to St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Dominica and Grenada. An UNDP initiative, Strengthening Resilience and Coping Capacities in the Caribbean through Integrated Early Warning Systems, improved previous provisions targeting vulnerable communities and groups in Barbados, Dominica, St. Lucia and St. Vincent and the Grenadines over the period 2015 – 2017. It also developed a regional framework for facilitating multi-hazard CAP EWS. FEWER must integrate with national EW systems, to include CAP-compliance. Assessments have been undertaken for each Caribbean CAP initiative. In the case of St. Vincent and the Grenadines Community Alerts Project, which focused mainly on flooding from rainfall and coastal hazards such as storm surges, a number of cross-cutting matters relating to institutional arrangements and lessons learnt were noted. FEWER proposals inspired by these 2014 findings are as follows:

---

31 Agrico. 2012. R3I Outcome Evaluation and Vulnerability Benchmarking (B-tool) Exercise
33 UNDP Barbados. 2015. Strengthening Resilience and Coping capacities in the Caribbean through Integrated Early Warning Systems Project Summary
• All stakeholder groups must collaborate in FEWER co-design, development, deployment, operations and maintenance
• Roles and responsibilities of various parties in the EW and ER systems must be captured in formalized agreements prior to deployment
• FEWER must draw on and integrate with established and emerging infrastructure, services, social networks and relevant programmes
• NEMO must be able to view FEWER alerts and activate its dissemination channels
• FEWER and NEMO should trial crowd-sourced alerts at sea to assess the value of supplementing marine forecasts with now-casts
• FEWER training (procedural and situated) must be replicable, after adaptation if necessary, in any future fisheries sector capacity development by any entity interested in fisheries, including donors.

Critical outputs of the UNDP’s 2015 – 2017 initiative include templates for national warning system policies fashioned after those of the Anguilla Warning System Policy (2015) authored by the Department of Disaster Management, Anguilla. Among other things, these set out important matters for inter-institutional agreement on the ICT-based EWS including:
1. the vocabulary of EWS terms and definitions
2. ranking of decision making powers (e.g. Governor via Deputy Governor, Deputy Governor, Commissioner of Police / Fire Chief (incident dependent), Director Department of Disaster Management and Deputy Director Disaster Management)
3. system testing
4. activation rules, process and protocols
5. lists of approved requesters, activators and authorizers for use of EWS
6. contact Information
7. CAP Alert Templates

FEWER must recognize the vocabulary, protocols and rules used in established EW systems in Saint Vincent and the Grenadines.

FEWER must be explicitly included in the national warning system policies, for example with respect to system testing, activation channels, contact information and CAP Alert Templates for incidents at sea.

A Primary CAP Server is installed physically in each UNDP project country and a secondary server is located out of country for resilience. The server application makes provision for the conveyance of emergency alerts via the following means where technically feasible:
1. Cable TV Interrupt
2. FM Radio Interrupt
3. Marine Radio
4. Weather Radio
5. Email
6. RDS receivers
7. Smartphones via a custom application for the national EWS
8. Sirens
9. SMS Text Message

---

35 Department of Disaster Management Anguilla
FEWER must be included as an activation channel for the national warning system and a check box incorporated into the Alert Creation screen of the web alert origination software subsystem.

1.4 2.3 Summary
FEWER is consistent with many recent, on-going and planned initiatives that employ EAF and resilience thinking. The fit should be good, but there are gaps. Although filling these gaps is beyond the scope of FEWER as an ICT solution, FEWER can contribute indirectly to addressing them. The fisheries-related and ICT aspects of the proposal are summarised below (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management</th>
<th>FEWER institutional arrangements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| FEWER must be deeply embedded into the regional resilience context, and not treated as a separate technical intervention | • FEWER must integrate with national EW systems, to include CAP-compliance  
• FEWER must be explicitly included in national EWS policies e.g. wrt testing, activation channels, contact information and CAP alert templates for incidents at sea  
Regulatory obligations of telcos must include provisions for enhanced and accessible emergency communications for small-scale fishers for example through (i) established requirements for radio and cellular coverage at sea and (ii) zero-rated messaging for emergency alerts and relief. |
| FEWER must evolve with new achievements in fisheries governance, as well as contribute towards such evolution in the face of a changing climate | • All stakeholder groups must continue to collaborate on FEWER co-design and implementation updates past the life of the current project  
• FEWER MOU updates and software templates to accommodate additional CAP servers, hydro-met sources etc.  
• FEWER and NEMO should trial crowd-sourced alerts at sea to assess the value of supplementing marine forecasts with now-casts |
| The Caribbean Community Common Fisheries Policy (CCCFP), CRFM’s Strategic Plan, Caribbean Fisheries Forum, annual Scientific Meeting, working groups, D-group communication etc. all need to incorporate FEWER in order to strengthen the sub-regional enabling environment | • FEWER must draw on and integrate with other relevant fisheries programmes  
• Regional fisheries stakeholders must provide inputs through all stages of the FEWER design and development cycle through to its deployment and operation. Requests to commence in July 2017 |
| The several regional agencies implementing the PPCR components need to ensure that they contribute to the further development and sustainability of FEWER | PPCR implementing agencies to be included in FEWER stakeholders and encouraged to provide inputs into FEWER co-design starting July 2017 |
| The FEWER solution must be co-designed for resilience in an overall fisheries and EWS environment that is not currently enabling | All stakeholder groups must provide inputs through all stages of the FEWER design and development cycle through to its deployment and operation. Structured requests to commence in July 2017 |
| FEWER can support advocacy in the fishing industry through fisherfolk leaders in institutions such as the Caribbean Network of Fisherfolk Organisations (CNFO) | FEWER field liaisons from CNFO community and Fisheries Division to act in the roles of ICT stewards and champions. FEWER Fishers’, a co-design forum, to commence for this purpose July 2017 |
Due to social-ecological system linkages, and the fact that governance and institutional arrangements underpin everything else, several of the above elements of the proposal will resonate in the following sections. We seek to avoid direct duplication by building upon them from the perspective of the subject addressed in the section. Except for literature reviewed, the findings for the section are set out in the country consultation report.

### 3. PROPOSED FISHERIES EARLY WARNING AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE (FEWER)

FEWER must make valuable contributions within a national collaborative framework for DRM. It is proposed that it does so through geographically-targeted mobile phone-based early warning tools, as independently recommended by ECLAC\(^{36}\), as well as through web portals for the different categories of agents. The FEWER software requirements specifications (SRS) sets out, among other things, relevant acronyms and abbreviations, purpose, background, scope, information and user classes, functional requirements, product perspective, system and user interfaces, hardware and software requirements and assumptions regarding user characteristics and usability. It also includes sample use cases and FEWER CAP templates. The SRS has been shared with participants of the country visit and other key stakeholders.

---

As described in the SRS, the five FEWER user classes envisioned are as follows:

1. **Public:** The public class refers to general users who are able to receive and transmit messages and alerts about the marine environment without playing any managerial, administrative or technical role in FEWER. They are primarily small-scale fisherfolk and are expected to use the FEWER mobile application (app).

2. **Coast Guard:** The Coast Guard Service are responsible for search and rescue at sea. The Coast Guard Service is expected to use a dedicated FEWER web application.

3. **Agency administrators:** FEWER agency administrators represent local, national or regional communities of fishers; or are responsible for disseminating or moderating communications relating to early warning and/or emergency response within other communities. They are primarily fisherfolk organizations (primary and national) but may include disaster management authorities, meteorological services, the Red Cross and the Caribbean Regional Fisheries Mechanism. FEWER agency administrators are expected to use the general FEWER web application with privileges in accordance with their user class.

4. **Country administrators:** FEWER country administrators are responsible for the configuration, management and administration of the national FEWER installation with country-level moderation privileges. It is expected that country-level FEWER administration will rest with the Fisheries Department. FEWER country administrators are expected to use the general FEWER web application with privileges in accordance with their user class.

5. **Technical administrators:** The technical administrator is responsible for the technical aspects of the overall configuration, management and maintenance of FEWER and its underlying frameworks. It is expected that technical administration will rest with government ICT units or with an external contracted entity. FEWER technical administrators are expected to mainly use the general FEWER web application with all privileges.

It is proposed that FEWER early warning mechanisms consolidate weather information from a variety of authoritative as well as informal sources. They will facilitate the generation of pre-structured, scheduled weather reports from authorized sources; pre-structured, irregular alerts (both warning and emergency) from FEWER users and local authorities; and irregular, unstructured messages from all users. Alerts will be CAP-formatted. Fisheries-related organizations and public users may generate and broadcast alerts to fisherfolk within their communities. Forwarding to other communities or to other CAP channels is moderated by FEWER administrators (admins). Administrators can enable and disable the delivery of SMS messages for alerts and the confirmation of alert delivery. Historical information of relevance to disaster risk management will be captured and available for access through GeoNode data repositories.

It is proposed that FEWER emergency response mechanisms facilitate the initiation of an automated distress call to the Coast Guard Service, the generation and broadcast of unsafe-area alerts by fisheries-related agencies to fisherfolk within their communities, the recording and sharing of images and video of disaster-related damage, the display of national and community-based emergency contact information and emergency procedures, and the submission and display of local knowledge.

Central to FEWER’s functionality is the aggregation of multiple data contributors and the conveyance to multiple consumption channels. Though FEWER-originated information may only be created from the application’s web and mobile components, it is proposed that the application convey information to non-FEWER software and hardware end points in a richly multi-modal solution environment as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. FEWER Data Flow Mechanisms

The following sub-sections of the proposal link the FEWER response in terms of features, action required and allocation of responsibilities to the components of the EW and ER set out in the checklist (Appendix 1). These sub-sections also fit within the cross-cutting opportunities and challenges of the overall regional and national EWS environments. The main points in **bold** tie to country-specific findings in the consultation report that concern fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management best practices.

### 3.1 Risk knowledge

Risk knowledge is about understanding the nature, pattern and trends of fisheries sector vulnerability and resilience based upon which hazards pose serious threat where, when, how and to whom. Climate and disasters are not the only threats to fisheries. However, they tend to amplify other risks such as from overfishing, habitat degradation and pollution. These were identified in the CLME transboundary diagnostic analysis as the three greatest threats to the sustainability of the region’s living marine resources.**Co-design of FEWER linkages must take into account not only MHEWS but also risks**
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37 Whalley, P. 2011. Caribbean Large Marine Ecosystem Regional Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis. Report prepared for the UNDP/GEF CLME Project
from other aspects of EAF relevant to fisheries management and FMPs, including the mandates and initiatives of the agencies responsible.

St Vincent and the Grenadines has adopted CDEMA’s Comprehensive Disaster Management (CDM) Framework. FEWER aligns well with many aspects, but overall with Outcome 1 on Strengthened Institutional Arrangements for Comprehensive Disaster Management implementation at national and regional levels and its accompanying Output 1.4 on Effective and efficient coordination for preparedness, response and recovery at the national and regional levels. FEWER needs to be implemented within the CDM context.

St Vincent and the Grenadines has a National Disaster Plan that provides for preparedness, prevention, mitigation and response activities to an emergency situation associated with anthropogenic disaster or technological incidents on the island. The plan and associated documentation provides operational concepts relating to the various emergency situations, describes the overall responsibilities of the National Emergency Management Organisation (NEMO) and the role of various sectors in assisting in minimizing loss of life and suffering. Country contacts emphasised that although the fisheries authority is important, NEMO must also have a sense of ownership of FEWER in order for it to develop and be sustained within the risk management of a MHEWS.

St Vincent and the Grenadines has a well-developed system of District and Community Disaster Committees. These bodies work in collaboration with the NEMO and St. Vincent and the Grenadines Red Cross. They aim for capacities enhanced, vulnerability assessments conducted, hazard maps created and local disaster emergency plans developed through participatory processes. They prepare especially for the hurricane season. In order to benefit fisherfolk households at the local level FEWER must be closely tied into Community Disaster Committee activities.

NEMO coordinates the multi-hazard early warning system (MHEWS) policies, plans and operations. The previously cited national DRR report found that capacity development has been a focus but technical capacity and human resources in NEMO and other key ministries for DRR and DRM are lower than ideal. FEWER must take current capacity deficits, frequent staff movement and poor institutional memory into account, and seek to develop all-round capacity.

Fishing is not among the economic sectors assigned critical roles and responsibilities for DRM except as part of agriculture, the parent ministry. Sectoral response mechanisms are tested occasionally, but the national consultation revealed some weaknesses in the inter-agency coordination required in comprehensive disaster management. The positioning and links of FEWER within the DRM arrangements of NEMO and parent fisheries ministry must be made clear in the MOU and based on experience to include any risk or benefits to FEWER posed by such positioning and links.

Country contacts, and especially fishers on the site visits, cautioned that climate hazards are not major causes of getting into difficulty at sea compared to mechanical failure, running out of fuel, navigation challenges and other issues. Not all fishers believed that the model projections of climate change and variability such as extreme weather events were cause for immediate alarm and review of personal risk
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perceptions. Climate risks may be deemed acceptable. Consequently FEWER needs to collaborate with initiatives that provide new knowledge on climate and disaster risks, and to increase the value of risk knowledge among fishers in order to obtain widespread buy-in and a reasonable rate of adoption.

Fish aggregating devices (FADs) are of growing importance to the St Vincent and the Grenadines fishing industry and the safety of fishers. There is continuous public and private sector replacement and addition of FADs. Obtaining and updating information on the geographic coordinates of FADs, oceanographic conditions around them, and the practices of FAD fishing are important elements of risk knowledge for FEWER.

The National Fisherfolk Organisation has moderate organizational capacity collaboration will assist it to mobilize members and take collective action. Meaningfully engaging the National Fisherfolk Organisation is critical in all aspects of FEWER co-design, implementation and sustainability, but especially for understanding risk knowledge networks and how fisherfolk are likely to, or actually, relate to FEWER.

Geospatial vulnerability and resilience information is of particular importance to FEWER. NEMO and the Red Cross have implemented or partnered in several projects for hazard mapping, vulnerability and capacity assessment (VCA), flood management, community disaster planning, early warning systems, climate change, knowledge enhancement and more. For example when we visited, VCA fieldwork was being conducted for the coastal community of Barrouallie where fishing is important. The Fisheries Division has the opportunity to partner with NEMO and Red Cross in the CC4FISH project to create outputs specifically for fishing communities. FEWER should be integrated into future projects to improve fisheries risk knowledge especially for hazard mapping and vulnerability and capacity assessments.

Historical records and local knowledge are useful for determining trends. The Red Cross has used historical matrices and profiles as means of collecting and visualizing historical data with communities. The Fisheries Division and community organizations have engaged in Socio-economic Monitoring for Coastal Management (SocMon) Caribbean that uses a variety of visualization and geospatial tools based on participatory geographic information systems (PGIS). These tools are particularly pertinent to the local knowledge inputs into FEWER and possible FEWER outputs into other databases such as the static layers of the DEWETRA platform managed by CIMH. For example, fishers are aware of places where flash flooding combined with storm surge produce dangerous coastal conditions with watershed debris added to the hazards. Such spatial information can be obtained by semi-structured interviews and various interactive visualization techniques. Authorities and NGOs are already sensitive to socio-economic factors affecting risk such as gender, poverty, disability, access to infrastructure, economic diversity and environment. However, field methods for obtaining this information with validity and reliability need to be more widely known and practised. In order to get the risk information needed to develop and sustain FEWER, organisations will need to acquire skills or partners in the social sciences and PGIS.

---

42 http://www.socmon.org/regions.aspx?region=Caribbean&centerpoint=17.5,-72.0&zoomlevel=5
The geospatial storage of fisheries-related risk knowledge, and its combination with other knowledge products is possible using the GeoNode open source platform. GIS layers for St Vincent and the Grenadines are already publicly available via the Caribbean Handbook on Risk Information Management\(^5\) (CHARIM) portal\(^6\) that offers several EWS resources\(^7\). There is disaster and vulnerability information currently available for St Vincent and the Grenadines as maps\(^8\). More marine fisheries information such as FAD locations and vulnerable vessel haul-out sites or safe harbours can be added from official, scientific and local knowledge. **FEWER should contribute fisheries risk knowledge to GeoNode layers to disseminate static information to fisherfolk and the public beyond those subscribed to FEWER.**

The National Emergency and Disaster Management Act of 2006\(^9\) is sufficiently broad to form the legal basis for the establishment and initial operation of FEWER as it has for other initiatives. However, for the future, **FEWER could benefit from an assessment to determine what legal strengthening, if any, is required in respect of telecommunications, data, intellectual property (local knowledge) and other dimensions.**

The full potential benefit of incorporating CCA and DRM risk knowledge into fisheries sector plans and practices using EAF, and hence supporting a FEWER solution, has not yet been realized for the many reasons given. However, this is an opportune time to bring together several compatible initiatives to formulate and implement more coherent FMPs that incorporate risk knowledge. The fisheries-related risk knowledge aspects of the proposal and corresponding aspects of the FEWER solution are summarized below (Table 2).

**Table 2. Summary of proposals on risk knowledge**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management</th>
<th>Corresponding FEWER aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Co-design of FEWER linkages must take into account not only MHEWS but also risks from other aspects of EAF relevant to fisheries management and FMPs, including the mandates and initiatives of the agencies responsible | • FEWER co-design to include inputs from different agents involved in EAF, fisheries management and the development of FMPs  
• Initial and subsequent FEWER software interfaces to accommodate data sources and types identified by these agents in co-design exercises, once technically feasible |
| FEWER needs to be implemented within the CDM context | FEWER to make available CDM-compliant information as specified by domain experts, e.g.:  
• emergency contacts & procedures (mobile)  
• response coordination info (Coast Guard Service and NEMO web portals) |
| Although the fisheries authority is important, NEMO must also have a sense of ownership of FEWER in order for it to develop and be sustained within the risk | As the primary FEWER agency administrator with functions specified in an MOU, NEMO can access the FEWER alerts feed and it is authorized to activate |

---


\(^{6}\) [http://charim-geonode.net](http://charim-geonode.net)


\(^{8}\) [http://www.charim.net/stvincent/maps](http://www.charim.net/stvincent/maps)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management</th>
<th>Corresponding FEWER aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>management of a MHEWS</td>
<td>FEWER dissemination channels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| In order to benefit fisherfolk households at the local level FEWER must be closely tied into District Emergency Committee activities | • ER procedures and contact information are sourced from District Emergency Committees  
• FEWER public users, including members of fisheries households, are expected to use the FEWER mobile application |
| FEWER must take current capacity deficits, frequent staff movement and poor institutional memory into account, and seek to develop all-round capacity | • FEWER to store historic events for later retrieval to preserve institutional memory  
• FEWER’s structured training materials to be in electronic form for easy access at any time |
| The positioning and links of FEWER within the DRM arrangements of NEMO and parent ministry must be made clear in the MOU and based on experience to include any risk or benefits to FEWER posed by such positioning and links | • Functions of user classes defined in MOU  
• Activation procedures and rules defined in MOUs: absolutely or by reference  
• Each local institutional FEWER contributor of weather information to specify and update on change:  
  o the semantic format of data presentation  
  o URIs for weather info |
| FEWER needs to collaborate with initiatives that provide new knowledge on climate and disaster risks, and to increase the value of risk knowledge among fishers in order to obtain widespread buy-in and a reasonable rate of adoption. | • As the FEWER country administrator, the Fisheries Department is to identify new sources and ensure they are configured  
• FEWER co-design partners to specify how value of risk knowledge can be increased for small-scale fishers |
| Obtaining and updating information on the geographic coordinates of FADs, oceanographic conditions around them, and the practices of FAD fishing are important elements of risk knowledge for FEWER | • FEWER to collect FAD information through the local knowledge and peer-generated alerts on mobile client, as appropriate  
• FEWER to display this information on request |
| Meaningfully engaging the National Fisherfolk Organisation is critical in all aspects of FEWER co-design, implementation and sustainability, but especially for understanding risk knowledge networks and how fisherfolk are likely to, or actually, relate to FEWER | The National Fisherfolk Organisation to be represented and to actively participate in FEWER Fishers to commence July 2017 |
| FEWER should be integrated into future projects to improve fisheries risk knowledge especially for hazard mapping and vulnerability and capacity assessments | • FEWER informational and promotional materials to be prepared for use by the CRFM, regional project teams and local fisheries organizations to ensure that there is support for FEWER in future projects  
• Local and regional stakeholders to continue to participate in FEWER development and maintenance to ensure fitness for purpose |
| In order to get the risk information needed to develop and sustain FEWER, organizations will need to acquire skills or partners in the social sciences and PGIS | To supplement organizations’ capacity building in social sciences and PGIS, FEWER training to include situated learning that ties use of the tool to its context and related tools such as PGIS |
| FEWER should contribute fisheries risk knowledge to GeoNode layers to disseminate static information to fisherfolk and the public beyond those subscribed to FEWER | • FEWER local knowledge consumers to include GeoNode  
• FEWER local knowledge contributors to include GeoNode |
3.2 Monitoring and warning service

This section of the proposal addresses mainly the data management aspects of the EW and ER services. In the consultation report a wide selection of hydro-met data sources and models are set out. FEWER must work with readily available (preferably open) data, often already processed (e.g. via models) into information suitable for issuing a warning. This imposes limitations. However, it also adds value to the Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management.

Ultimately, NEMO is responsible for monitoring and warning about hydro-met hazards within disaster management. It does so by coordinating with various departments of government, and other regional, national and local institutions and organizations. For hydro-met hazards the most important of these collaborations is with the Meteorological (Met) Services. The hydro-met hazards forecasting system in Saint Lucia has several steps and uses the online services discussed in the national consultation. Warnings of various types are issued by email blasts if situations warrant. Such warnings may be area-specific, but most are national. No warnings are automated using sensors alone. All warnings currently involve decision-making by DRM practitioners, and none are sector-specific. **FEWER should facilitate a future monitoring and warning service that incorporates automated warnings, real-time data validation including by crowd-sourcing, modification by local knowledge, area-specific and sector-specific impact forecasting.**

The country has benefitted from several relevant projects such as Caribbean Planning for Adaptation to Climate Change (CPACC) and the Disaster Vulnerability Reduction Project (DVRP).50 Country contacts validated the 2014 country DRR report contention that coastal areas of high exposure do not have early warning and monitoring sensor systems in place that comply with the CAP51. **FEWER must accommodate several sources and types of data as inputs, including expert judgment and adopt, through a recognized regional or national system, clear standards and protocols for dealing with raw, real-time data should this become available from sensors.**

Met Service standard technical terms, forecasting processes and use of online climate service tools are not well known by fisherfolk leaders and organizations. Fisherfolk are unaware that the bulk of forecasting services are publicly available online and can be interpreted to a useful extent by trained laypersons. Being unfamiliar with the services and their use impairs fishers understanding and trust of the system behind the monitoring and warnings. **FEWER training can include information sessions and practical desktop exercises to build the awareness and capacity of fisherfolk for CCA and DRM so that features of FEWER are better understood.**

NEMO organizes area and national DRM exercises in collaboration with several agencies. **FEWER should promote collaboration between NEMO, Department of Fisheries and the national fisherfolk**
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cooperative in organizing exercises that highlight its features in order to accelerate the spread of awareness and adoption at fishing enterprise, household and organization levels.

FAD projects may demonstrate the potential of ICT to provide data on oceanographic conditions at FADs. This would be beneficial for fishers, fisheries managers and Met Service validation of forecasts, and to facilitate ‘now-casts’ where urgent communication of presently prevailing conditions is crucial. **Future FAD projects should consider incorporating hydro-met sensors in order to serve FEWER as well as fish harvest.**

Currently the fishing industry is a rather passive participant in the DRM system and simply one of many audiences receiving warnings. **If reducing risks from climate hazards is important to the fishing industry, then the national and local level cooperatives need to be proactive in supporting and developing FEWER, via the MOU and otherwise, through active leadership.**

The National Fisherfolk Organisation is interested in developing the capacity to collaborate with and better interpret the information coming from, and needed by, the Met Services. This encompasses training in the use and interpretation of publicly available online forecasting tools used by the Met Service and others. In this way the cooperatives can share risk knowledge with members while being aware of the limits to their interpretation capacity and to forecasting services. **It is important for FEWER to include training in desktop services for the cooperatives and fisheries households, and to foster learning-by-doing by the Met Service and Fisheries Division to strengthen collaboration.**

The Met Service could benefit from real-time accurate validation of its forecasts by mariners at sea, including fishers. Of considerable concern is the ability of untrained citizens to provide consistently accurate observations of complex parameters such as sea state. **At an advanced stage FEWER should be able to facilitate crowd sourcing of forecast validation information using sea state visualization and other means of easy interpretation.**

FEWER largely has to adapt to the data and information landscape with which it is provided as to do otherwise exceeds the scope of the ICT solution. However, FEWER can add value to this landscape by demonstrating practical use as guided by the purpose of this component of the PPCR. The monitoring and warning service aspects of the proposal with corresponding aspects of the FEWER solution are summarized below (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Summary of proposals on monitoring and warning service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEWER should facilitate a future monitoring and warning service that incorporates automated warnings, real-time data validation including by crowd-sourcing, modification by local knowledge, area-specific and sector-specific impact forecasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEWER must accommodate several sources and types of data as inputs, including expert judgment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| FEWER must adopt, through a recognized regional or national system, clear standards and protocols for dealing with raw, real-time data should this become available from sensors | FEWER to support the collection of raw, real-time data from sensors once:  
  - the sensor is authorized by FEWER agency or country administrators as a legitimate source  
  - the format of the raw, real-time data is well-specified and documented  
  - the data is available through supported FEWER channels  
  - no incremental communications costs is incurred by FEWER |
| FEWER training can include information sessions and practical desktop exercises to build the awareness and capacity of fisherfolk for CCA and DRM so that features of FEWER are better understood | CCA and DRM experts to provide authoritative content in segments for FEWER to include in its emergency procedures  
  - FEWER to specify structure and segmentation requirements for different media  
  - FEWER to recommend inclusion of additional content in companion applications |
| FEWER should promote collaboration between NEMO, Department of Fisheries and the national fisherfolk cooperative in organizing exercises that highlight its features in order to accelerate the spread of awareness and adoption at fishing enterprise, household and organization levels | FEWER to provide NEMO, DOF and NFO with informational materials  
  - MOUs to require inclusion of FEWER in outreach activities to coastal communities |
| Future FAD projects should consider incorporating hydro-met sensors in order to serve FEWER as well as fish harvest | FEWER development team to be included in local and regional conversations regarding the provision of all sensing and communications capabilities at sea |
| If reducing risks from climate hazards is important to the fishing industry, then the national and local level cooperatives need to be proactive in supporting and developing FEWER, via the MOU and otherwise, through active leadership. | Representatives of National Fisherfolk Organisation to:  
  - take on ICT stewardship and champions roles  
  - actively participate in FEWER Fishers’ to commence July 2017  
  - be referenced in the FEWER MOU with clear requirements and actions |
| It is important for FEWER to include training in desktop services for the cooperatives and fisheries households, and to foster learning-by-doing by the Met Service and Fisheries Division to strengthen collaboration | FEWER agency administrators are expected to use the general FEWER web application with privileges in accordance with their user class  
  - FEWER public users, including members of fisheries households, are expected to use the FEWER mobile application  
  - situated learning content to provide appropriate guidelines with the rationale. |
| At an advanced stage FEWER should be able to facilitate crowd-sourcing of forecast validation information using sea state visualisation and other means of easy interpretation | FEWER and NEMO should trial crowd-sourced alerts at sea to assess the value of supplementing marine forecasts with now-casts  
  - FEWER to include rating of peer-generated alerts |
3.3 Dissemination and communication

Dissemination and communication are the core areas of the ICT solution for fisheries EW and ER. The proposals for these are described in detail following some general points about the country context. Face-to-face personal communication remains very important in the fishing industry. St. Vincent and the Grenadines has a knowledgeable and active fisheries extension service that is capable of engaging fisherfolk organizations, leaders and other fisheries individuals from national to local level. The National Fisherfolk Organisation and Fisheries Division comprise a critical partnership for FEWER. The fisheries extension service and National Fisherfolk Organisation must be incorporated into FEWER for it to be efficient and effective.

Fishing cooperatives are entitled to duty free concessions on goods and services and may pass on lower cost to their members. This principle applies to fishing gear and equipment. Duty concessions could be applied to the importation of recommended marine VHF radios in order to increase their use and make a FEWER VHF solution viable.

The communication responsibilities and channels of several other agencies assist NEMO. For example, the Government Information Service provides public information, public service announcements and warnings to the public and other media houses. CDEMA recognizes the importance of mass media broadcasts for reaching fisherfolk, and has prepared resources for them\(^52\). The NEMO Facebook page\(^53\) is popular with over 10,000 followers. The FEWER solution requires a presence on all the disaster and climate-related normal means of awareness communication in order to be promoted.

Fisherfolk use social media for everyday communication. Most public agencies do not. This can create a weak link or break in the chain of communication. FEWER will, to the extent possible, incorporate social media and encourage diversification in channels of communication.

The Fisheries Division, in collaboration with the Coast Guard Service and other agencies, offers extension training that is respected by fisherfolk. Fishers’ use of basic cell phones, rather than smart phones or marine VHF radio, as their preferred communication at sea can be addressed in the training courses. FEWER should be part of the fisher-training curriculum, including more ICT content on use of online resources, cellular phones and marine VHF radio.

Marine VHF is, among many things, an option for communicating with fishers who venture further at sea. With a high antenna, VHF line of sight range is greater than cell phone range and the radio reaches all within broadcast range without having contact information for each. Contacts identified a number of administrative and practical issues responsible for the low uptake of marine VHF as the standard among fishing vessels at sea. In addition to technical training in VHF use associated with safety and search and rescue, its value as an ordinary everyday tool of the trade needs to be promoted for uptake and hence greater use in FEWER, including the use of fisherfolk organization base stations.

Increased use of marine VHF is unlikely unless repeaters are installed, fisherfolk cooperatives supply radio sets amongst the other gear sold, a commercial parts supply and repair service is established, Fisheries Division and Coast Guard Service use marine VHF to communicate regularly with fishers at sea, and the like. This economic thrust must be integrated into fisheries and ocean policies\(^54,55\). Within
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Fisherfolk appreciated the National Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (NTRC) promotion of marine VHF radios with digital selective calling (DSC) as an alternative to cell phones for distress calls. The Fisheries Division and Coast Guard Service can facilitate increased use of marine VHF radio in FEWER by continuing to collaborate with the NTRC for promoting marine VHF radios as well as training to use them effectively.

Fishers’ practices at sea do not favour FEWER mobile technology. They take basic phones to sea and keep them protected from the elements in a container that is rarely disturbed until the end of the fishing trip. These phones typically have a minimum of credit and data access. Fishers have practical reasons for their behaviour and cannot be expected to change immediately because of FEWER. However, the app suites of mFisheries and Abalobi, for example, are diverse utilities intended to serve the entire fisheries value chain. FEWER will endeavour to demonstrate to fishers that there are benefits from having smart phones at hand for multiple uses as a tool throughout a fishing trip. For increased accessibility, the NTRC should facilitate free WiFi service at established fish landing sites and national fisherfolk organisation within the national universal service programme.

Given the increasing use of social media and cell phones DRM agencies are becoming more concerned about the rapid spread of false alarms about hazards that, among other things, cause panic and waste resources. The FEWER solution will provide systems of authorization and validation that minimize the risk of false alarms.

The FEWER ICT solution includes innovation in communication. This entails changes in practices that not all fishers and agencies will immediately accept and implement. Early adopters must thus be engaged. In this section we proposed several areas of intervention. While there are very obvious technical communication constraints the greatest challenge is developing a genuine demand for a FEWER ICT solution given the current limited interest, and the practices of fishers and agencies that need to change for the solution to be efficient and effective. The fisheries-related aspects of dissemination and communication in the proposal and corresponding aspects of the FEWER solution are summarized below (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management</th>
<th>Corresponding FEWER aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The fisheries extension service and National Fisherfolk Organisation must be incorporated into FEWER for it to be efficient and effective</td>
<td>FEWER-trained field liaisons to champion FEWER awareness and adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty concessions could be applied to the importation of recommended marine VHF radios in order to increase</td>
<td>FEWER documentation to clearly link its design and use within the ecosystem of national emergency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Summary of proposals on dissemination and communication

56 http://cirp.org.tt/mfisheries/
57 http://abalobi.info
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management</th>
<th>Corresponding FEWER aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>their use and make a FEWER VHF solution viable</td>
<td>communications technologies and devices in support of device concession considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The FEWER solution requires a presence on all the disaster and climate-related normal means of awareness communication in order to be promoted</td>
<td>FEWER will provide informational materials to be used by NEMO and other agencies for promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEWER will, to the extent possible, incorporate social media and encourage diversification in channels of communication</td>
<td>Only authorized communication will be shared to all groups within FEWER’s internal social network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| FEWER should be part of the fisher training curriculum, including more content on use of cellular phones and marine VHF radio | • FEWER training portfolio to include a component for delivery within standard fisher training curriculum  
• FEWER outputs to include high level recommendations for basic ICT training relevant to small-scale fishers |
| In addition to technical training in VHF use associated with safety and search and rescue, its value as an ordinary everyday tool of the trade needs to be promoted for uptake and hence greater use in FEWER, including for fisherfolk group base stations | • FEWER situated learning will identify the range of communications technologies available for the marine environment  
• FEWER to recommend inclusion of additional content on communications technologies for the marine environment in companion apps |
| Within the national fisheries policy or FMP, there should be clear incentives for establishing marine VHF and associated businesses so as to enable FEWER to diversify and grow its communication options | FEWER documentation to clearly link its design and use within the ecosystem of national emergency communications technologies and devices in support of expanded adoption of marine band VHF radio |
| The NTRC should assist with additional tower, base station and repeater facilities for marine band VHF, as necessary to facilitate reasonable coverage at sea given practical limitations of topography and low handset elevation | • FEWER MOU to include recommendations for NTRC assistance with enhanced communications coverage at sea |
| The NTRC should facilitate free WiFi service at established fish landing sites within the national universal service programme | • FEWER basic communications facilities require Internet access so training includes management tips such as use in free WiFi hotspots |
| The Fisheries Division and Coast Guard Service can facilitate increased use of marine VHF radio in FEWER by continuing to collaborate with the NTRC for promoting marine VHF radios as well as training to use them effectively | • FEWER MOU to include enhanced regulatory requirements of the NTRC  
• FEWER to include local CAP-enabled VHF base stations as a dissemination channel |
| FEWER will endeavour to demonstrate to fishers that there are benefits from having smart phones at hand for multiple uses as a tool throughout a fishing trip | • mFisheries modules for navigation, training and other applications to be available with FEWER  
• These facilities to be included in FEWER procedural and situated training activities |
| The FEWER solution will provide systems of authorization and validation that minimise the risk of false alarms | • All alerts generated by FEWER mobile users to be moderated by FEWER agency and country administrators before broadcasting outside of closed user groups  
• FEWER to include rating of peer-generated alerts |
3.4 Response capability

Contacts agreed that an ICT solution for ER should be more straightforward than for EW. There is already considerable response capability that makes good use of ICT. NEMO oversees a nationally decentralized structure with a focus on community participation in preparedness and response. District committees prepare plans and seek to ensure that their communities have adequate response capability. Communities in St Vincent and the Grenadines are reportedly fairly easily mobilized to contribute to disaster recovery and rehabilitation efforts. Primary (local) fisherfolk organizations have the potential to become assets in this system, for example through desktop and mobile FEWER applications that connect fisherfolk to the existing components of the local response. FEWER will build upon and enhance existing ER networks and arrangements for mobilization by connecting people to information and other resources.

VCAs, as mentioned earlier for Barrouallie, are being implemented by various agencies. Each VCA documents the response resources available as well as hazards. The CC4FISH project includes VCAs specifically for fishing communities. FEWER will incorporate and share VCA information for EW and ER, the latter being in close collaboration with NEMO and the Red Cross via the MOU.

NEMO plans to develop capability in every district to prepare for, respond to and manage emergencies. It has collaborated with CDEMA to deliver Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) Training. CERT offers an all-risk, all-hazard training programme designed to help individuals develop knowledge and skills to protect themselves, their family, and communities in emergency situations. It would be beneficial for fisherfolk leaders in FEWER to experience CERT training and similar ER capacity development through the MOU.

Damage and Needs Assessment (DANA) is one of the key steps in ER following a serious impact. FEWER will coordinate with agencies such as NEMO, Red Cross and others to incorporate DANA forms and processes to improve the process for the fishing industry through collaboration with the Fisheries Division and fisherfolk organizations.

The reports of past disasters and the actions taken in response are important components of institutional memory. If appropriately indexed, as FEWER develops, these resources may be searched to quickly reveal documents and other items with useful information to supplement institutional memory.

The Red Cross prepares plans for dealing with emergencies and maintains a Facebook page for communicating with the community. It has over 1,500 followers. It would be beneficial for Red Cross to recognize and promote the FEWER app in order to address fisheries-specific ER.

There is a demand for FEWER to incorporate and deliver information that is already available in print or online. There is much opportunity for fisherfolk organizations and households to be part of the ER component. The fisheries-related aspects of response capability in the proposal and corresponding aspects of the FEWER solution are summarized below (Table 5).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fisheries, climate adaptation and disaster management</th>
<th>Corresponding FEWER aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| FEWER will build upon and enhance existing ER networks and arrangements for mobilization by connecting people to information and other resources. | • FEWER to feature emergency contact information and emergency response procedures from authorities such as NEMO and the Coast Guard Service  
• Coast Guard Service to provide FEWER with emergency response procedures and contact information for emergency call and time-stamped geo-tagged messaging  
• With authorization, FEWER to share boat registration and description to support search and rescue efforts  
• Coast Guard Service to incorporate FEWER in its operational procedures  
• FEWER to recommend operational procedures for Coast Guard Service adoption |
| FEWER will incorporate and share VCA information for EW and ER, the latter being in close collaboration with NEMO and the Red Cross via the MOU | Red Cross to provide categorized VCA information for EW and ER. Requests to commence in July 2017 and Red Cross leadership captured in MOU |
| It would be beneficial for fisherfolk leaders in FEWER to experience CERT training and similar ER capacity development through the MOU | FEWER situated learning to make reference to the importance for CERT training |
| FEWER will coordinate with agencies such as NEMO, Red Cross and others to incorporate DANA forms and processes to improve the process for the fishing industry through collaboration with the Fisheries Division and fisherfolk organizations | • FEWER to enable recording and sharing of images and video of disaster-related damage: loss and damage to personal fishing resources  
• FEWER to ultimately connect with emergency response applications, such as Virtual Badge, for execution of emergency procedures on the basis of DANA forms |
| If appropriately indexed, as FEWER develops, these resources may be searched to quickly reveal documents and other items with useful information to supplement institutional memory | FEWER forms and content to be classified and archived on the server so as to facilitate searching through functions developed in the future |
| It would be beneficial for Red Cross to recognize and promote the FEWER app in order to address fisheries-specific ER | FEWER to provide informational materials to be used by the Red Cross for promotion as a complementary channel for its operations to ensure inclusion of fisherfolk who are particularly vulnerable to the risks of climate change and variability |

4. RISK MANAGEMENT AND SUSTAINABLE FINANCING

4.1 Risk management

All early warning and emergency response capabilities depend critically on communications. Persons outside of service areas are particularly vulnerable. Small-scale fishers are perhaps the most vulnerable of all as standard cellular and even VHF communications do not extend to all fishing zones. Long range capabilities as afforded through traditional satellite service is entirely unaffordable. The primary technical risk to FEWER is therefore the limited communications coverage at sea. Mitigation measures for the former include:
- FEWER caching of key information when outside of coverage
- the proposed obligation of telecommunications service providers to provide low data rate cellular coverage for a specified range at sea, as they are obliged to do for land
- the proposed arrangement for the NTRC to assist with additional tower, base station and repeater facilities for marine band VHF, as necessary to facilitate reasonable coverage at sea given practical limitations of topography and low handset elevation
- Emphasis on the systematic use of FEWER before launch
- Emphasis on the contribution of situated training content from authoritative sources.

The technical risks to FEWER also include the cost of mobile data service. FEWER will optionally disseminate emergency messages to regular phones but the richness of the application revolves around the many facilities that are available through smart phones. While some of these capabilities do not require communications, many do. Measures to reduce risks associated with service cost include:
- situated training on management of data service including the use of WiFi hotspots where available
- the proposed facilitation of free WiFi service at established fish landing sites within the national universal service programme
- the proposed arrangement for the NTRC to implement a simplified and less costly administrative process for licensing marine band VHF radios.

Another technical risk is the potential for unrealistic user expectations about the reasonable capabilities of a mobile phone and app compared to that of the more powerful, less resource-constrained desktop applications. To mitigate this, situated learning content will provide appropriate guidelines with the rationale.

Additionally, it is proposed that, beyond the FEWER project, opportunities for the provision of low data rate communications at sea be explored. These should include irregular communications for emergency situations as well as regular communications to support automated now-casting and subsequent trending. The current project and future sustainability face the dilemma of only low to moderate current public sector and fishing industry demand for a FEWER ICT solution among many other higher priority matters in fisheries, CCA and DRM arenas. This may result in modest engagement and reduced likelihood of sustainability. This risk may be managed by promoting and demonstrating that the integration of FEWER into fisheries, CCA and DRM arenas will provide beneficial skills, problem-solving and advancement in other areas of greater concern and in fisheries livelihoods, beyond the threat of climate hazards.

At the end of the project FEWER may reflect the minimum viable proposition for the solution, not its full potential that can only be realized if persistent fisheries and DRM problems beyond the scope of ICT (as described in the EWS sections) are first resolved. There may be insufficient incentives and capacity to make advances on the fisheries, DRM and ICT fronts. This risk may be managed by tying FEWER into larger national development initiatives such as concern the sustainable development goals (SDGs) and their targets.

There are perverse incentives in international and regional development initiatives for beneficiaries to perform sub-optimally in order to sustain the flow of direct and indirect benefits of development financing and technical assistance. If this is a risk with FEWER, then achieving full potential will take longer than projected if it is achieved at all. This risk may be managed by clarity about performance targets and outputs with a non-negotiable termination date for external technical and financial support.

Practical matters and economic conditions such as high ICT equipment and service costs, low fishing industry profitability, and high telecommunications services and data rates may combine to make an affordable smart phone FEWER solution challenging for fishers. This risk may be managed by engaging
and empowering fisherfolk organizations to play prominent roles in the solution and use collective action to achieve economies of scale and savings where feasible. Organisational strength will be critical.

There are subordinate risks stemming from the above, which are beyond the scope of FEWER. Additional ICT risk management depends mainly on the fisheries, CCA and DRM management risks.

4.2 Sustainable financing
The supporting fisheries, CCA and DRM aspects of FEWER require no additional state or non-state financing beyond what is expected of existing national early warning systems and of fisheries comprehensive good practices such as implementing EAF, developing fishing industry capacity and adapting to climate change and variability in various ways. These costs should already be covered in the budgets of fisheries authorities, their parent Ministries, disaster management agencies and fisherfolk organizations. If they are not, then there is little point in budgeting separately for FEWER under conditions of fisheries management and development that are not adequately enabling and supportive.

Table 6 summarizes the worst-case maintenance requirements to run FEWER, that is to say under the assumption of no additional software development. The table entries reflect worst case as it is expected that:
1. The hosting agent for FEWER will already have access to server resources which host other institutional software. If this is indeed the case, item 1 in Table 6 would not be applicable
2. FEWER will be incorporated into regular training programmes in fisheries and disaster management. If this is the case, item 2 in Table 6 would not be applicable until there is need for further development of FEWER, at which time it is expected that training and the development of updated training materials would accompany software development.
3. Arrangements for zero-rating of SMS messages under emergency and recovery conditions will be negotiated with the local telcos. If such arrangements are made, item 3 in Table 6 would not be applicable for emergency and applicable recovery messaging.
4. Responsibility for the technical administration of FEWER will reside with competent personnel who will be trained during the course of the existing project to perform software configuration and minor coding functions by the ICT4Fisheries Consortium; and who will be competent to follow the guidelines in the project documentation for the execution of such tasks if memory fails.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEWER Operational Components</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Per Country Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Financial Costs (USD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 3rd Party Hosted Solution for FEWER</td>
<td>Quad-core CPU 1.5 GB RAM 50GB HDD CentOS 6 Apache HTTP Server MySQL Database Server Wildcard SSL Certificate</td>
<td>300 /yr service cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Training New Users of FEWER</td>
<td>Train Public user</td>
<td>Current FEWER project covers training of nominated users. Training materials prepared under this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train Coast Guard Service users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train Agency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 Worst-case maintenance requirements for FEWER (i.e. with no software development requirements)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEWER Operational Components</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Per Country Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Financial Costs (USD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrators</td>
<td>project to be used by Fisheries Division, Coast Guard Service and NEMO to train new users. Costs for training on extended FEWER features to be determined and budgeted in subsequent development initiative</td>
<td>as FEWER users: Public, Coast Guard Service, Agency Admin, Country Admin, Technical Admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train Country Administrators</td>
<td></td>
<td>FEWER User Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train Technical Administrators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Optional Connectivity</td>
<td>Send SMS messages using International SMS Gateway -Twilio to: St. Vincent &amp; Grenadines - Digicel</td>
<td>0.055 /msg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Send SMS messages using local SMS Gateway</td>
<td>To be negotiated with local Mobile Network Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reconfiguration of Externally sourced data</td>
<td>Required if sources modify structure to data or access to it, for e.g. the Met Office may change the structure to webpage that delivers forecasts</td>
<td>No incremental cost anticipated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In practice it is expected that there will be need for periodic software updates, extension and development. As continuous assessment and bug-fixing are necessary components of the software life cycle, it is important that in the year following the end of the current FEWER project, a development team continues to provide a range of software support for the deployed product. It is proposed that these activities be conducted within the CC4FISH project. Beyond this time frame, it is proposed that continued FEWER assessment and further software development are featured among the activities for future projects in fisheries, CCA and DRM and associated costs accordingly budgeted.

5. MONITORING, EVALUATION, LEARNING AND ADAPTATION

Participatory monitoring and evaluation (PM&E) is strongly recommend under the MOU or otherwise. The PM&E must not be burdensome. Ideally it must be part of an institutional and social learning process rather than strictly a project requirement. Existing institutions and organisations should be used, and the PM&E incorporated into their normal routines such as board and committee meetings. Bodies such as the Fisheries Advisory Committee or similar NICs, as advocated under the CLME+ Project, would be useful.
for PM&E, learning and adaptation. Aspects of FEWER can be added to the national science and technology agenda with aim to promote or support entrepreneurship and innovation in ICT.

Project TOR call for “an impact assessment tool for monitoring uptake and usage of the training”. The tool will be developed along with the details of the training, bearing in mind the caveat from outcome mapping\textsuperscript{60} that observed outcomes and impacts are seldom due solely to a project intervention and may have as much to do with known and unknown external factors as any planned action. An example of a broader outcome is that the uptake of FEWER training may be as a result of a change in fisherfolk organisational culture brought on by the planned StewardFish project that includes a massive component of capacity development. It aims at widely changing fisherfolk knowledge, attitudes and practices. Considerable reference has been made to FEWER training in this proposal. It is proposed that a programme be designed and delivered to all classes of users: public (including fishers), coast guard, agency administrators, country administrators and technical administrators. The target ranges of participant numbers are shown in Table 7. Maximum numbers are specified to ensure adequate instructor-to-trainee ratios in the hands-on sessions. Minimum numbers are specified to ensure coverage across personnel shifts and absence.

\begin{center}
\textbf{Table 7. Target FEWER Training Numbers}
\end{center}

\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
Users & Minimum & Maximum \\
\hline
Public & 20 & 30 \\
Coast Guard & 2 & 10 \\
Agency Administrators & 2 & 10 \\
Country Administrators & 2 & 10 \\
Technical Administrators & 2 & 10 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

The training is planned to comprise a remote component and a subsequent face-to-face component. Target schedules are as follows:

Co-Design in Prototype FEWER (remote, 2017):
1. Tech admins: Tue 5th Sep, Fri 8th Sep, Tue 12th Sep or Fri 15th Sep
2. Country admins: Tue 19th Sep, Fri 22nd Sep, Tue 26th Sep or Fri 29th Sep
3. Agency admins: Tue 3rd Oct, Fri 6th Oct, Tue 10th Oct or Tue 17th Oct
4. Coast Guard Service: Fri 20th Oct, Tue 24th Oct, Fri 27th Oct or Tue 31st Oct
5. Public: Fri 3rd Nov, Tue 7th Nov, Fri 10th Nov, Tue 14th Nov, Fri 17th Nov, Tue 21st Nov, Fri 24th Nov or Tue 28th Nov

Field Testing of Production FEWER (face to face, 2018): 22-26 Jan, 5-9 Feb, 19-23 Feb or 26 Feb–2 Mar.

A sample of FEWER training requirements by task, content and user class is shown in Appendix 2.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we reiterate that the usefulness and sustainability of FEWER lies in it being a people-centred, demand-driven solution rather than it being driven primarily by supply of technology. Despite a number of challenges with the fisheries, CCA and DRM environment that are beyond the scope of the

\textsuperscript{60} https://www.outcomemapping.ca
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FEWER ICT solution, there is every reason to be confident about the long term success of FEWER once it can demonstrate its potential to the multiple users and supporting interested parties.

Following their review of this document, and particularly the FEWER proposal sections, we encourage the organizations involved in FEWER to:

- Indicate whether the proposal sets out a basis upon which to proceed, or provide specific changes and comments to address the parts that do not provide a basis upon which to proceed
- Provide similar endorsement or editing for the FEWER MOU for co-design and sustainability
- Identify any parts of the proposal that are of particular interest in proceeding with as priority
- Identify any parts of the proposal that are thought to be particularly challenging going forward
- Respond to the SRS and stakeholder group questions sent to contacts, if not yet answered

Addressing these follow-up points will lead into the co-design phase in which you actively ensure that FEWER meets the needs of your country to the extent possible, and can be sustained.
7. APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Checklist for early warning systems
The checklist on developing early warning systems was developed as a contribution to the Third International Conference on Early Warning by ISDR (2006). It can be used as a flexible EWS guide when adapted to specific situations. The major headings rather than bullet points are of general application.

1. Risk Knowledge
   1.1. Organizational Arrangements Established
   • Key national government agencies involved in hazard and vulnerability assessments identified and roles clarified (e.g. agencies responsible for economic data, demographic data, land-use planning, and social data).
   • Responsibility for coordinating hazard identification, vulnerability and risk assessment assigned to one national organization.
   • Legislation or government policy mandating the preparation of hazard and vulnerability maps for all communities in place.
   • National standards for the systematic collection, sharing and assessment of hazard and vulnerability data developed, and standardized with neighboring or regional countries, where appropriate.
   • Process for scientific and technical experts to assess and review the accuracy of risk data and information developed.
   • Strategy to actively engage communities in local hazard and vulnerability analyses developed.
   • Process to review and update risk data each year, and include information on any new or emerging vulnerabilities and hazards established.

   1.2. Natural Hazards Identified
   • Characteristics of key natural hazards (e.g. intensity, frequency and probability) analyzed and historical data evaluated.
   • Hazard maps developed to identify the geographical areas and communities that could be affected by natural hazards.
   • An integrated hazard map developed (where possible) to assess the interaction of multiple natural hazards.

   1.3. Community Vulnerability Analyzed
   • Community vulnerability assessments conducted for all relevant natural hazards.
   • Historical data sources and potential future hazard events considered in vulnerability assessments.
   • Factors such as gender, disability, access to infrastructure, economic diversity and environmental sensitivities considered.
   • Vulnerabilities documented and mapped (e.g. people or communities along coastlines identified and mapped).

   1.4. Risks Assessed
   • Interaction of hazards and vulnerabilities assessed to determine the risks faced by each region or community.
- Community and industry consultation conducted to ensure risk information is comprehensive and includes historical and indigenous knowledge, and local information and national level data. Activities that increase risks identified and evaluated.
- Results of risks assessment integrated into local risk management plans and warning messages.

1.5. Information Stored and Accessible
- Central ‘library’ or GIS database established to store all disaster and natural hazard risk information.
- Hazard and vulnerability data available to government, the public and the international community (where appropriate).
- Maintenance plan developed to keep data current and updated.

2. Monitoring and Warning Service
2.1. Institutional Mechanisms Established
- Standardized process, and roles and responsibilities of all organizations generating and issuing warnings established and mandated by law.
- Agreements and interagency protocols established to ensure consistency of warning language and communication channels where different hazards are handled by different agencies.
- An all-hazard plan to obtain mutual efficiencies and effectiveness among different warning systems established.
- Warning system partners, including local authorities, aware of which organizations are responsible for warnings.
- Protocols in place to define communication responsibilities and channels for technical warning services.
- Communication arrangements with international and regional organizations agreed and operational.
- Regional agreements, coordination mechanisms and specialized centers in place for regional concerns such as tropical cyclones, floods in shared basins, data exchange, and technical capacity building.
- Warning system subjected to system-wide tests and exercises at least once each year.
- A national all-hazards committee on technical warning systems in place and linked to national disaster management and reduction authorities, including the national platform for disaster risk reduction.
- System established to verify that warnings have reached the intended recipients.
- Warning centers staffed at all times (24 hours per day, seven days per week).

2.2. Monitoring Systems Developed
- Measurement parameters and specifications documented for each relevant hazard.
- Plans and documents for monitoring networks available and agreed with experts and relevant authorities.
- Technical equipment, suited to local conditions and circumstances, in place and personnel trained in its use and maintenance.
- Applicable data and analysis from regional networks, adjacent territories and international sources accessible.
- Data received, processed and available in meaningful formats in real time, or near-real time.
- Strategy in place for obtaining, reviewing and disseminating data on vulnerabilities associated with relevant hazards.
• Data routinely archived and accessible for verification and research purposes.

2.3. Forecasting and Warning Systems Established
• Data analysis, prediction and warning generation based on accepted scientific and technical methodologies.
• Data and warning products issued within international standards and protocols.
• Warning analysts trained to appropriate international standards.
• Warning centers equipped with appropriate equipment needed to handle data and run prediction models.
• Fail-safe systems in place, such as power back-up, equipment redundancy and on-call personnel systems.
• Warnings generated and disseminated in an efficient and timely manner and in a format suited to user needs.
• Plan implemented to routinely monitor and evaluate operational processes, including data quality and warning performance.

3. Dissemination and Communication
3.1. Organizational and Decision-making Processes Institutionalized
• Warning dissemination chain enforced through government policy or legislation (e.g. message passed from government to emergency managers and communities, etc.).
• Recognized authorities empowered to disseminate warning messages (e.g. meteorological authorities to provide weather messages, health authorities to provide health warnings).
• Functions, roles and responsibilities of each actor in the warning dissemination process specified in legislation or government policy (e.g. national meteorological and hydrological services, media, NGOs).
• Roles and responsibilities of regional or cross border early warning centers defined, including the dissemination of warnings to neighboring countries.
• Volunteer network trained and empowered to receive and widely disseminate hazard warnings to remote households and communities.

3.2. Effective Communication Systems and Equipment Installed
• Communication and dissemination systems tailored to the needs of individual communities (e.g. radio or television for those with access; and sirens, warning flags or messenger runners for remote communities).
• Warning communication technology reaches the entire population, including seasonal populations and remote locations.
• International organizations or experts consulted to assist with identification and procurement of appropriate equipment.
• Multiple communication mediums used for warning dissemination (e.g. mass media and informal communication).
• Agreements developed to utilize private sector resources where appropriate (e.g. amateur radios, safety shelters).
• Consistent warning dissemination and communication systems used for all hazards. Communication system is two-way and interactive to allow for verification that warnings have been received.
• Equipment maintenance and upgrade program implemented and redundancies enforced so back-up systems are in place in the event of a failure.
3.3. Warning Messages Recognized and Understood

- Warning alerts and messages tailored to the specific needs of those at risk (e.g. for diverse cultural, social, gender, linguistic and educational backgrounds).
- Warning alerts and messages are geographically-specific to ensure warnings are targeted to those at risk only.
- Messages incorporate the understanding of the values, concerns and interests of those who will need to take action (e.g. instructions for safeguarding livestock and pets).
- Warning alerts clearly recognizable and consistent over time and include follow-up actions when required.
- Warnings specific about the nature of the threat and its impacts.
- Mechanisms in place to inform the community when the threat has ended.
- Study into how people access and interpret early warning messages undertaken and lessons learnt incorporated into message formats and dissemination processes.

4. Response Capacity

4.1. Warnings Respected

- Warnings generated and distributed to those at risk by credible sources (e.g. government, spiritual leaders, respected community organizations).
- Public perception of natural hazard risks and the warning service analyzed to predict community responses.
- Strategies to build credibility and trust in warnings developed (e.g. understanding difference between forecasts and warnings).
- False alarms minimized and improvements communicated to maintain trust in the warning system.

4.2. Disaster Preparedness and Response Plans Established

- Disaster preparedness and response plans empowered by law.
- Disaster preparedness and response plans targeted to the individual needs of vulnerable communities (Increasingly it is possible to target vulnerable individuals).
- Hazard and vulnerability maps utilized to develop emergency preparedness and response plans.
- Up-to-date emergency preparedness and response plans developed, disseminated to the community, and practiced.
- Previous disaster events and responses analyzed, and lessons learnt incorporated into disaster management plans.
- Strategies implemented to maintain preparedness for recurrent hazard events.
- Regular tests and drills undertaken to test the effectiveness of the early warning dissemination processes and responses.

4.3. Community Response Capacity Assessed and Strengthened

- Community ability to respond effectively to early warnings assessed.
- Response to previous disasters analyzed and lessons learnt incorporated into future capacity building strategies.
- Community-focused organizations engaged to assist with capacity building.
- Community and volunteer education and training programs developed and implemented.

4.4. Public Awareness and Education Enhanced
• Simple information on hazards, vulnerabilities, risks, and how to reduce disaster impacts disseminated to vulnerable people, communities and decision-makers.
• Community educated on how warnings will be disseminated and which sources are reliable and how to respond to different types of hazards after an early warning message is received.
• Community trained to recognize simple hydro-meteorological and geophysical hazard signals to allow immediate response.
• On-going public awareness and education built in to school curricula from primary schools to university.
• Mass media and folk or alternative media utilized to improve public awareness.
• Public awareness and education campaigns tailored to the specific need of each audience (e.g. children, vulnerable people, emergency managers, and media).
• Public awareness strategies and programs evaluated at least once per year and updated where required.

5. Cross-cutting: Governance and institutional arrangements

5.1. Early Warning Secured as a Long Term National and Local Priority
• Economic benefits of early warning highlighted to senior government and political leaders using practical methods such as a cost-benefit analysis of previous disasters.
• Examples and case studies of successful early warning systems disseminated to senior government and political leaders.
• Early warning role models or “champions” engaged to advocate early warning and promote its benefits.
• The priority natural hazard risk requiring an early warning system identified, and operational arrangements within a multi-hazard framework established.
• Early warning integrated into national economic planning.

5.2. Legal and Policy Frameworks to Support Early Warning Established
• National legislation or policies developed to provide an institutional and legal basis for implementing early warning systems.
• Clear roles and responsibilities defined for all organizations (government and non-government) involved in early warning.
• Overall responsibility and authority for coordination of early warning assigned to one national agency.
• One political leader or senior government official empowered by law as the national decision maker.
• Policies developed to decentralise disaster management and encourage community participation.
• Local decision making and implementation of early warning systems placed within broader administrative and resource capabilities at the national or regional level.
• Regional and cross-border agreements established to ensure early warning systems are integrated where possible.
• Relationships and partnerships between all organizations involved in early warning institutionalised and coordination mechanisms mandated.
• Early warning integrated into disaster reduction and development policies.
• Monitoring and enforcement regime in place to support policies and legislation.

5.3. Institutional Capacities Assessed and Enhanced
• Capacities of all organizations and institutions involved assessed and capacity building plans and training programmes developed and resourced.
• Non-governmental sector engaged and encouraged to contribute to capacity building.

5.4. Financial Resources Secured
• Government funding mechanism for early warning and disaster preparedness developed and institutionalised.
• Access to funding at the international or regional level explored.
• Public/private partnerships utilised to assist with early warning system development.
Appendix 2. Sample FEWER Training Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Requirements</th>
<th>Training Requirements</th>
<th>Users:</th>
<th>Coast Guard</th>
<th>Agency Admin</th>
<th>Country Admin</th>
<th>Technical Admin</th>
<th>Public</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEWER Functional Requirements</td>
<td>Module - Component</td>
<td>User Task</td>
<td>Learning Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>EW1</strong> - Consolidates weather information from a variety of authoritative and informal sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A. Add new source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weather – Web Config.</td>
<td>B. Configure alert thresholds</td>
<td>B. Source information i. Procedural: Source Type, manual check ii. Situated: Source credibility, coverage and suitability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C. Delete source</td>
<td>B. Configuration of alert threshold: numerical values/ranges, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C. N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weather – Web Config.</td>
<td>A. Add new source</td>
<td>A. Source information (procedural): Coding template, Source Type, manual check</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Configure alert thresholds</td>
<td>B. Configuration of alert threshold: numerical values/ranges, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C. Delete source</td>
<td>C. N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>EW2</strong> - Facilitates the generation of alerts, reports and messages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>EW3</strong> - Broadcasts alerts utilizing the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) to multiple platforms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>EW6</strong> - Enables fisherfolk to issue alerts to peers within their communities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. <strong>EW7</strong> - Allows fisheries-related organizations to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users:</td>
<td>Coast Guard Admin</td>
<td>Agency Admin</td>
<td>Country Admin</td>
<td>Technical Admin</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEWER Functional Requirements</td>
<td>Module - Component</td>
<td>User Task</td>
<td>Learning Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate and broadcast alerts to fisherman within their communities</td>
<td>FEWER - Web</td>
<td>A. Cancel alert</td>
<td>A. Reason for cancellation (situated)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. EW2 - Facilitates the generation of alerts, reports and messages</td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Update alert</td>
<td>B. Reason for update (situated); Info to update (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C. Create alert group</td>
<td>C. Group’s details (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D. Delete alert group</td>
<td>D. Deletion steps (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E. Edit alert group’s properties</td>
<td>E. Group’s details (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F. Remove fisher from alert group</td>
<td>F. Removal steps (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G. View alert delivery status</td>
<td>G. Delivery status options (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H. Add new CAP alert source</td>
<td>H. CAP alert source details (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. EW4 - Notifies fishers of generated alerts</td>
<td>FEWER - Mobile &amp; Server</td>
<td>A. Install alert module</td>
<td>A. Installation steps (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. EW5 - Forwards alerts generated by authorized sources</td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Subscribe to alerts</td>
<td>B. Subscription steps (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C. Receive &amp; view alerts</td>
<td>C. Alerts:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D. Share alerts</td>
<td>i. Received on phone indicators (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Viewing steps (procedural)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. EW7 - Allows fisheries-</td>
<td>FEWER - Web</td>
<td>A. Create</td>
<td>A. Creation steps</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Requirements</th>
<th>Training Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEWER Functional Requirements</strong></td>
<td><strong>Module - Component</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>related organizations to generate and broadcast alerts to fisherfolk within their communities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. <strong>EW8</strong> - Displays a list of the fishers who have received a broadcasted alert</td>
<td>FEWER -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. <strong>EW9</strong> - Allows administrators to enable/disable the delivery of SMS messages for alerts</td>
<td>FEWER - Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. <strong>EW10</strong> - Allows administrators to enable/disable the confirmation of alert delivery</td>
<td>FEWER - Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. <strong>EW11</strong> - Facilitates the rating of peer-generated alerts</td>
<td>FEWER - Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. <strong>EW12</strong> - Displays all the peer-generated alerts disaggregated by community</td>
<td>FEWER – Mobile &amp; Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. <strong>EW12</strong> - Displays all the peer-generated alerts disaggregated by community</td>
<td>FEWER – Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. <strong>EW13</strong> - Enables fisheries-related organizations to moderate peer-generated alerts</td>
<td>FEWER - Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Requirements</td>
<td>Training Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEWER Functional Requirements</td>
<td>Module - Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX 1: PROPOSED MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

This Fisheries Early Warning and Emergency Response Memorandum of Understanding (the “FEWER MOU”) sets out collaboration among national agencies and stakeholder groups, and with regional supporting organisations, for development, implementation and administration of the FEWER for St Vincent and the Grenadines. The FEWER MOU is not a legal document and does not establish binding rights or obligations. It is for a two-year period from date of final signature. It may be renewed, amended or terminated by agreement of the parties at any time.

1 National Parties and Regional Supporting Organisations

The parties to the FEWER MOU for St. Vincent and the Grenadines are the following:

- Fisheries Division
- Coast Guard Service
- Meteorological Services
- National Fisherfolk Organisation (NFO)
- National Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (NTRC)
- National Emergency Management Organisation (NEMO)
- Red Cross Society

The national parties’ FEWER MOU is supported by these regional organisations:

- Caribbean Regional Fisheries Mechanism (CRFM) Secretariat
- Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management Agency (CDEMA)
- Caribbean Institute for Meteorology and Hydrology (CIMH)

2 Background

FEWER is being implemented under the Caribbean Regional Track of the Pilot Programme for Climate Resilience (PPCR) from February 2017 to May 2018. The University of the West Indies Mona Office for Research and Innovation (MORI) is executing the PPCR marine subcomponent in partnership with the Caribbean Regional Fisheries Mechanism (CRFM). As a programme of the Climate Investment Funds (CIF), the PPCR helps developing countries integrate climate resilience into development planning and investment. It comprises 28 national programmes and two regional tracks (the Caribbean and the Pacific) across the developing world. The CIF, through the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), has provided grant funding to implement the Caribbean Regional Track. Under the marine sector subcomponent, the CRFM is leading the activities to reduce the impact of climate change related risks on the fishing industry in the Caribbean, and one of these activities has been the development of the Fisheries Early Warning and Emergency Response (FEWER) ICT-based solution for fishers.

3 Aim and Scope

The national parties and regional supporting organisations agree to collaborate to sustain the development, implementation and administration of the FEWER for St. Vincent and the Grenadines in order to reduce risks to fishers associated with climate change and variability.

This will be through a FEWER information and communication technology (ICT) based solution for fishers, with training in its use and administration. The FEWER will be integrated within existing national and regional disaster risk management, early warning system (EWS) and emergency response frameworks and focus primarily on communications. It is expected to reduce fishers’ vulnerability to the impacts of climate change while at the same time provide for their sharing of local knowledge to inform climate-smart fisheries planning and management decision-making as well as risk management in the fisheries sector.
4 Responsibilities

The responsibilities of parties and regional supporting organisations are expected to change with time and circumstance as FEWER develops and adapts. General responsibilities are set out below with details to be provided in operational work plans negotiated among and agreed to by the national parties in consultation with the regional supporting organisations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National party or regional supporting organisation</th>
<th>General responsibilities to be elaborated in operational work plans and integrated into national and regional EWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| *All parties to FEWER MOU and supporting organisations* | • Provide inputs through all stages of the FEWER co-design and development cycle through to its deployment and operation, and implementation of updates past the life of the current project  
• FEWER software interfaces to accommodate data sources and types identified in co-design, once technically feasible  
• Store historic events for later FEWER retrieval to preserve institutional memory  
• Specify how value of risk knowledge can be increased by and for small-scale fishers  
• All alerts generated by FEWER mobile users to be moderated by FEWER agency and country administrators before broadcasting outside of closed user groups |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional supporting organisations</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Caribbean Regional Fisheries Mechanism (CRFM) Secretariat | • Facilitate incorporating FEWER into CRFM regional policies, plans, programmes and projects as appropriate  
• Promote the integration of FEWER into EAF, CCA and DRM  
• Facilitate initiatives that build the capacities of fisherfolk organisations and fisheries enterprises to use FEWER  
• Assist national FEWER parties with transboundary networking to improve communication and capacity  
• Provide institutional role as FEWER Regional Admin |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management Agency (CDEMA)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Facilitate incorporating FEWER into CDEMA regional policies, plans, programmes and projects as appropriate  
• Promote the integration of FEWER into CCA and DRM  
• Assist national FEWER parties with transboundary networking to improve communication and capacity  
• Include and promote FEWER in all relevant CAP initiatives, documentation and activities  
• Provide institutional role as FEWER Regional Admin  
• Consider TOR for, and host, FEWER after incubation period |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National party or regional supporting organisation</th>
<th>General responsibilities to be elaborated in operational work plans and integrated into national and regional EWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Caribbean Institute for Meteorology and Hydrology (CIMH) | • Facilitate incorporating FEWER into CIMH regional policies, plans, programmes and projects as appropriate  
• Promote the integration of FEWER into CCA and DRM  
• Assist national FEWER parties with transboundary networking to improve communication and capacity  
• Provide advice on NOAA monitoring services and products  
• Strengthen marine forecasting capabilities in the region  
• Produce, where feasible, a 3-hour companion message per coast for the wave model for Dominica, Grenada, Saint Lucia, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines  
• Critically assess FEWER thresholds, parameters and sources on a regular basis with a view to improvement  
• On the basis of a programme of assessment, recommend adjustments to the hydromet components of FEWER  
• Include & promote FEWER in all relevant initiatives, instruments, documentation and activities  
• Provide institutional role as FEWER Regional Admin |
| National parties | |
| Fisheries Division | • Promote the integration of FEWER into EAF, CCA and DRM  
• Provide fisheries data and information required by FEWER  
• Include FEWER in fisheries extension services and training  
• Develop the capacity to incorporate fishers local knowledge  
• FEWER liaisons to act as ICT stewards and champions  
• Identify new sources of knowledge on climate and disaster risks and ensure they are configured  
• Collect FAD information through the local knowledge and peer-generated alerts on mobile client, as appropriate  
• FEWER training to include situational learning that ties use of the tool to its context and related tools such as PGIS  
• Arrange internet access so training includes management tips such as use in free wi-fi hotspots  
• Make mFisheries modules for navigation, training and other applications available with FEWER  
• These facilities to be included in FEWER procedural and situational training activities |
| Coast Guard Service | • Incorporate FEWER into SAR procedures and training  
• Provide situational content to include in FEWER training  
• Provide chunked emergency preparation and response procedures to include in FEWER  
• Provide telecommunications infrastructure for marine VHF  
• Actively encourage proper use of marine VHF radio at sea |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National party or regional supporting organisation</th>
<th>General responsibilities to be elaborated in operational work plans and integrated into national and regional EWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Meteorological Services                           | • Continuously improve marine forecasting and now-casting  
• Seek out new or improved marine data and climate services  
• Configure hazard alerts for fishers via FEWER using CAP  
• Improve the inputs to EWS from automated marine sensors  
• Provide training in climate service interpretation for fishers  
• Provide situational content to include in FEWER training  
• Trial crowd-sourced alerts at sea to assess the value of supplementing marine forecasts with now-casts  
• Specify, with prompt updates on change:  
  • the semantic format of data presentation  
  • URLs for weather info |
| National Fisherfolk Organisation (NFO)             | • Identify fishers for FEWER early adopters and innovators  
• Participate in demand-led co-design and implementation  
• Promote the use of FEWER by fishers as normal practice  
• Support FEWER fisheries extension and training of fishers  
• Encourage fishers sharing of local knowledge for FEWER  
• Establish organisational and community FEWER networks  
• FEWER liaisons to act as ICT stewards and champions  
• Representatives of NFO to:  
  o take on ICT stewardship and champions roles  
  o participate in FEWER Fishers WhatsApp group |
| National Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (NTRC) | • Reduce regulatory and administrative barriers to the access and use of marine band VHF radio for small scale fisherfolk  
• Offer an annual training programme on appropriate telecommunications equipment, use and maintenance for fishers  
• Introduce regulatory obligations and/ or universal service funded programmes to meet specified minimum requirements for radio and cellular coverage at sea |
| National Emergency Management Organisation (NEMO)   | • Review and endorse, as appropriate, the proposed FEWER CAP templates for hazards at sea  
• Incorporate the fisheries sector further into national MHEWS  
• Integrate FEWER with national MHEWS including via CAP-compliance, testing, activation channels, contact Information and CAP alert templates for incidents at sea  
• Lead the development and adaptation of FEWER as part of the national MHEWS, especially integrating it with CAP  
• Conduct training and exercises to test FEWER functionality  
• Provide situational content to include in FEWER training  
• Provide chunked emergency preparation and response procedures to include in FEWER  
• View FEWER alerts and activate its dissemination channels  
• As the primary FEWER agency administrator, access the FEWER alerts feed and activate dissemination channels  
• Include FEWER zero-rated messaging for emergency alerts and relief in existing and future negotiations with local telecommunication service providers |
| Red Cross Society                                  | • Assist especially in areas of DAN and community teams  
• Include fishers in coastal community teams via NFO |
5 Operation
Specific responsibilities are to be set out in a bi-annual budgeted work plan agreed by all parties. Such work plans can be optional annexes to this MOU as part of agreed FEWER collaboration. FEWER should be subject to participatory monitoring and evaluation through an existing body of the fisheries or disaster management authority, such as an extension of the Fisheries Advisory Committee. The selected body should be aimed at learning by doing for adapting FEWER to changing conditions.

6 Focal Points
Each of the parties will communicate electronically to the CRFM Secretariat, and keep up to date, the contact information for their main focal point and at least one alternate. These can be provided as an annex to the FEWER MOU. The contact information of the main focal points and alternates for all countries participating in FEWER will be accessible online.

7 Signatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fisheries Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coast Guard Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorological Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Fisherfolk Organisation (NFO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (NTRC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Emergency Management Organisation (NEMO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Cross Society</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Optional Annexes
Annex 1: Work plan schedule with budget
(can be provided early in the implementation of the MOU as collaboration commences)

Annex 2: List of focal points and alternates
(can be provided early in the implementation of the MOU as collaboration commences)
The CRFM is an inter-governmental organization whose mission is to “Promote and facilitate the responsible utilization of the region’s fisheries and other aquatic resources for the economic and social benefits of the current and future population of the region”. The CRFM consists of three bodies – the Ministerial Council, the Caribbean Fisheries Forum and the CRFM Secretariat.

CRFM members are Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, The Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago and the Turks and Caicos Islands.

CRFM
Headquarters
secretariat@crfm.int
Tel: (501) 223-4443 - Fax: (501) 223-4446
Belize City - Belize

Eastern Caribbean Office
crfmsvg@crfm.int
Tel: (784) 457-3474 - Fax: (784) 457-3475
Kingstown - St. Vincent & the Grenadines

www.crfm.int
www.youtube.com/TheCRFM
www.facebook.com/CarFisheries
www.twitter.com/CaribFisheries